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Public Knowledge respectfully submits these comments in response to the Request for
Comments on Trial Proceedings Under the America Invents Act Before the Patent Trial and
Appeal Board dated June 27, 2014.1 These comments respond to issues 1 and 2 of the Request
for Comments, relating to the broadest reasonable interpretation standard and motion to
amend practice, respectively.
Public Knowledge is a nonprofit organization that promotes the public interest in the
areas of law and technology policy, particularly in the area of intellectual property law. Briefly,
Public Knowledge supports the application of the broadest reasonable interpretation standard
in all proceedings before the Board involving unexpired patents, because that standard best
promotes the public interest in clarity of patents. These comments also briefly remark on the
useful value of amendment practice, and the high rate of claim cancellation before the Board.
I.

The Broadest Reasonable Interpretation Standard Best Serves the Public
Interest, and the Board Should Continue Applying that Standard
The public interest is best served when the Board applies the broadest reasonable

interpretation standard in construing claims. Patent documents are intended to be disclosures
of new inventions that inform those of ordinary skill in the art of the nature of those
inventions and, perhaps more importantly, of the scope of the patent monopoly that
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circumscribes those inventions.2 Thus, the public interest favors patents that “apprise the
public of what is still open to them.”3
The broadest reasonable interpretation standard best serves that interest in clarity.
Under the broadest reasonable interpretation, generally “words of the claim must be given
their plain meaning,” namely “the ordinary and customary meaning given to the term by those
of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention.”4 In other words, words in a claim mean
what they ordinarily mean. This in itself is a paragon of clarity.
Indeed, the Commissioner of Patents long ago recognized the public value in giving
claims “the broadest interpretation which they will support,” because “a claim which does not
carry its true meaning on its face misleads those affected by the patent instead of guiding them
to its true scope.” 5 The Federal Circuit has similarly held that the broadest reasonable
interpretation approach “serves the public interest.”6 The Board should continue to apply that
approach to claim construction.
A.

The District Court Standard Claim Construction Is Inconsistent with Clarity
By contrast, the so-called Phillips or district court claim construction standard does not

lend to clear, readable patents. That standard, first articulated in Phillips v. AWH Corp.,7
incorporates into claim construction wide-ranging evidence such as expert witness testimony,
minutiae of the file wrapper, fine parsing of the patent specification, and extrinsic references.
As an example, consider a patent claim directed to a method of managing a savings
account with an interest rate that is “directly responsive to the rate of inflation.”8 Under the
broadest reasonable interpretation, any direct relationship between the rates would be within
the scope of the claim element. In contrast, under the Phillips standard, “directly responsive”
might be limited to a particular formula relating inflation to the interest rate.9 One would have
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to consult all of the sources listed above to determine the claim’s meaning under the latter
standard—a difficult, time-consuming process at best.
To understand the scope of a patent, the Phillips standard demands that a reader scour
through the technical literature and the file wrapper, and possibly consult with experts in the
field. This imposes an enormous, unwarranted burden on the public, far from the intended
purpose of patents as informational documents for those of skill in the art. The Board should
not unnecessarily burden the public this way, and so should not apply the Phillips district court
standard in its claim construction practice.
B.

The Justifications for the District Court Claim Construction Standard Are
Inapplicable to Proceedings Before the Board
District court claim construction tolerates discrepancies between claim language and

actual meaning because patent litigation is a high-stakes, all-or-nothing proceeding. A court
cannot amend a patent; it can only deem that patent valid or not.10 Thus, the Federal Circuit
has said that courts “may find it necessary to interpret claims to protect only that which
constitutes patentable subject matter to do justice between the parties,” rather than resorting
to the harsh remedy of invalidation.11 Similarly, the Federal Circuit has called for “formidable”
claim construction tasks in order to “protect the inventive contribution of patentees, even
when the drafting of their patents has been less than ideal.”12 Protection of patents from undue
invalidation justifies the flexible Phillips claim construction standard.
In contrast, where claims can be amended, the need for such bend-over-backwards
claim construction is eliminated. If, in a proceeding before the Board, a patentee’s drafting is
“less than ideal,” then the patentee can simply amend the claims.13 Indeed, the whole purpose
of amendment practice is that “ambiguities should be recognized, scope and breadth of
language explored, and clarification imposed.”14 These purposes would be best achieved, in the
Federal Circuit’s opinion, by interpreting claims “as broadly as their terms reasonably allow.”15
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Since the patent owner in any post-grant proceeding has the opportunity to amend, the
broadest reasonable interpretation standard is more appropriate in those proceedings.
In a similar vein, some have suggested that it is unfair to subject patent owners to one
claim construction standard for invalidity and another for infringement.16 But even to the
extent that such an arrangement is unfair, it is entirely within the power of the patent owner
to avoid differing claim constructions. If a patent claim is clear on its face, then the resulting
construction will be the same under either the broadest reasonable interpretation or the
Phillips standard. Thus, patent owners can simply amend their claims to unilaterally avoid any
difficulty with differing claim construction standards.
An alternate justification for the Phillips standard is that it supposedly represents the
“true” intentions of the patent applicant.17 But this is not the case. While patent owner in
hindsight may desire a narrower claim construction once litigation is initiated, patent
applicants uniformly desire broader over narrower claims. Again, the Commissioner of Patents
said in 1906: “In presenting claims to the Office the object constantly sought is breadth.”18
Thus, the better view is that the true intent of the applicant is to obtain as broad a patent as is
reasonable, and the Board’s claim construction standard should conform to that view.
Accordingly, because proceedings before the Board permit for amendments of the
claims, the flexible Phillips standard is not justified for use in Board proceedings, and the
broadest reasonable interpretation standard should be used instead.
II.

Amendments in Proceedings Can Serve the Public Interest in Clarifying
Patents and Thus Should Be Permitted for that Purpose
Public Knowledge believes that motions to amend should be liberally allowed, for at

least two reasons. First, as explained above, the applicability of the broadest reasonable
interpretation standard to Board proceedings is closely tied to the ability to amend claims, and
so permitting amendments would more strongly justify the application of that claim
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construction standard. Second, it would serve the public interest to allow patent owners to
amend their claims to more closely cover the scope of their inventions. Thus, where proposed
amendments clarify claims, they will serve the public interest, so they should be permitted.
III.

It Is Unsurprising that the Board Has Generally Invalidated Patents It Reviews,
Despite Mistaken Criticism to the Contrary
As a separate matter, Public Knowledge briefly comments on a number of unfortunate

and hyperbolic remarks relating to the Board’s recent record of decisions. Most of these
remarks quote Chief Judge Rader’s accusation of the Board as being “death squads killing
property rights,” and criticize the Board for having canceled a large proportion of claims
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brought before it, implying that a high rate of cancellation indicates errors by the Board.

Yet it is entirely unsurprising that a majority of patents challenged before the Board are
found invalid. The proceedings are structured to ensure that only likely-invalid patents are
brought before the Board. In fact, it would be surprising if any substantial number of patents
before the Board were held fully valid, for at least these reasons:
•

Review before the Board will only be granted where it is likely that at least one claim
will be canceled.20 By this alone, a majority of post-grant proceedings should end in
cancellation of claims.

•

The high fees for instituting an inter partes review or covered business method review
are a strong deterrent for uncertain cases.21

•

An unsuccessful review before the Board carries preclusive effects in district courts,22
so a party is unlikely to challenge a patent before the Board where there is a substantial
possibility of failure.
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In view of these factors, it can be expected that most proceedings before the Board will
terminate with cancellation of claims. The fact that most proceedings do terminate with
cancellation of claims is a sign that the post-grant proceedings are functioning correctly, and
any criticism to the contrary is misguided.
IV.

Conclusion
For the foregoing reasons, Public Knowledge respectfully recommends maintaining the

broadest reasonable interpretation standard in trials before the Patent Trial and Appeal Board.
Public Knowledge appreciates the opportunity to provide these comments, and thanks the
USPTO for soliciting input from the public through this Request for Comments. If there are
any further questions or remaining issues, the undersigned attorney is happy to provide
further information or comments.
Respectfully submitted,
Charles Duan
Director, Patent Reform Project
Registered Patent Attorney, No. 65,114
Wendy Knox Everette
Legal Intern
Public Knowledge
1818 N Street NW, Suite 410
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 861-0020
cduan@publicknowledge.org
September 30, 2014
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